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RELIABILITY AND MAIN TE NANC E OF TOTAL UNDtRGROUND SYSTEMS 

Eugene R. Moon 
Vice President and General Manager 
Community Cablevision Company 
Newport Beach, California 

In order to better understand just what the words Rel ·iability and 
Maintenance mean in relation with a total underground system, let's 
first consult Webster's Dictionary--

First there's Reliable; ~~~.Jebster's Dictionary says," Suitable or 
Fit to be Relied on. (Trustworthy) 

Second, there's Maintain; To Hold or Keep in any Condition, esp. in 
a State of Efficiency or Validity. 

From this point we can move ·towards the way these definations 
affect the bottom line of our individual Cable TV systems. 

To begin with -we must start with quality components designed with 
longivity and ease of maintenance for the consumer in thiscase the CATV 
Operator. 

With the wide choice of phylosophy's, electronic layouts and physical 
shpaes and sizes this task alone can tend to keep your engineering staff 
busy for many long tedious hours. 

Once the format has been established, long hours of negotiating 
with the never ending line of equipment brokers and manufactors begins. 

Unit price, bulk price, turnkey, MSO discounts, deliver schedules, 
and financing are some of the language and activities to follow--

At this point a system could be either aerial or underground in the 
method of construction. 

But since the title of this paper "Reliability & Maintenance of 
Total Underground System•• I must b~gin io· align my thought towards this 
end. 

Quality components don't necessarily equate to a quality system. To 
Build a reliable system, one which can reduce your maintenance cost you must 
begin with quality components. 

I would like to begin by talking about methods and manpower which are 
important to reliability in your total underground system. 
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I. Conduit.--Conduit in Underground construction is the most 
important single item next to waterproofing. 

Plan your conduit system so you have space for future expansion. I 
believe today that most systems who plan on two-way transmissions for the 
consumer will eventually find more than one cable in their conduits. 

Different types of conduit provide different results in the varied 
earth conditions around the country. Spend some time with the various 
conduit suppliers, but don't just talk price. Ask about wall strength, 
couplers, sweeps, and lengths, because once the material is in the ground 
your stuck with it and all its good and bad points. 

Engineer your conduit system ·so your trunk cable & feeder cable are 
in separate conduits. This allows for possible replacement with minimum 
down time for any large segment of your system. 

Design your conduit system and install trunk or feeder cable so 
· no splices are located in conduit but in vaults or pedestals. 

Darning of conduits in flush vaults is very important si"nce irrigation 
of greenbelts, parkways always floods vaults at one time or ~ . another. 

When installing conduits in vaults, duct tape (silver tape) is very 
cheap compared to the labor involved in cleaning conduits later. 

II. Vaults.--Concrete vaults are common in a total un~erground system 
and size, location, lids, are very important items to discuss prior to 
actual construction. 

Size is probably the most important item to understand when designing 
your system because minimum cable bending radius dictates the size, not price -
The unit cost for labor is not much different -between a #3 and a #5 water 
meter vault or box. 

Location is next in importance because this element in construction 
effects the maintenance of the system later . . Watch for drainage routes 
which may leave a vault constantly full of water, and make future installs 
extremly difficult since the vault or box must be drained prior to work 
commencing. · 

The location dictates the type of lid required. You should know 
potential traffic patterns so as not to be required to continualy replace 
broken lids. The steel ·fishplate traffic lids in some cases will save money 
due to constant breakage. 
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On last item is the care in which vaults· or boxes are installed. 
They should be square withlthe curb and at a grade commensurate with 
the surrounding grade or curb . Some areas a coat of green asphalt 
paint will provide that extra positive public relations we are 
striving for. 

III. Pedestals.--Above ground pedestals are the least exp~nsive 
protection for active & passive components, but also have some pitfalls. 

The most common problem is the condensation action when the pedestal 
has no free air circulation designed into the design. Past experiences 
have shown that with an adequate air space between the ground level ~ . and 
the base of the pedestal tha ~ no condensation or practically no condensation 
takes place. 

To provide continued protec t ion even in pedestal construction, heat 
shrink sleeves or tape and c oa ting of l i quid neoprene. Above all don't 
just "think dry construction" bu~.;~ "~rac tice Dry Construction ... 

IV. Waterproof Equipment Enclosures.--This section on construction 
is without a doubt the most single important item relating to reliability 
and maintenance of total underground systems. For it is waterproofing that 
will make· or break an operator when first getting his feet wet in underground 
construction. 

In the past few years I have been involved ·in total underground 
system construction and manage a system with 300 cable miles made up of 
both above ground and flush types of underground construction. The first 
cable installed in late 1965 , and today expanding by approximately 50 
miles each year. We serve one of the 11 Master Planned Cfties of the Future" 
just outside the ·35-mile zone of the second television market ·in the worid, 
Los Angeles, California·. Our. potential mileage is 1500 to 2,000 miles by the 
year 2000. I make mention of these facts to emphasize our dedication to 
reliable underground system construction. As experienced constructors we 
rely heavily upon good pedestals and hermetically-sealed enclosures. 

Our first exposure to completely flush construction was 1967. The 
first enclosure used was the ~hannel corporation 6-inch plastic hermetically
sealed enclosures which, to this day., have _provided 100% security for our 
splitters, directional tdps, and tap-off units." · These units or ones which 
will provide the same protection are· a must for the dry equipment required 
for system reliability. 

There is no fear in our operation when it ran because of this method 
of construction. 

In fact the 1971/72. Fiscal Year with a quarterly subscriber count of 
3676 .. our system servic.e calls per working day were .95% and on a yearly 
day average were .83%, and thats with 300 miles of plant in the ground. 
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The additional cost of the enclosure and labor to install are 
quickly recaptured by lower maintenance expenses. In fact we have 
only two system technicians, whose duties include supervision of 
construction as well as system maintenance. 

I have gotten ahead of myself into system maintenance, but the 
additional information is only ammunition for the point I am trying to 
make about dry equipment and system reliability. 

We also believe in heat-shrink sleeves for all connectors not in 
hermetically-sealed enclosures, in flush-mounted vaults! In above-ground 
the use of heat-shrink sleeves can be augmented with self-vulcanizing tape 
and liquid neoprene if cost is a major factor. But make sure you use one 
or the other and not a dab of RTV here and there. 

There has been no mention of brands or type of electronic equipment 
because 1t makes no difference to me what you use, only how you protect 
it at the time of construction. 

Remember only a damm fool walks around all day in the rain in his 
$35.00 pair of wingt~ps. 

My next topic is maintenance. The mere though of maintenance of a total 
underground CATV system would almost induce labor pains from a CATV technician 
who's whole background is in aerial plant maintenance. 

Today there are techniques in protecting CATV components such as I 
mentioned earlier which can make maintenance very easy in underground plant. 

The AGC problem is almost solved due to the constant ~emperatures of 
cable when installed underground -- no climbing of the telep~one poles to 
repair equipment. The speed in which system ba.lancing can be perfonned. 

The complete removal of pole line attachment agreements a long with 
repair and maintenance of guy wire, guards, ground rods, and many more 
items. All these make underground easier to maintain once installed properly. 

Commercial power outages are fewer in areas where all utilities are 
lunderground. But you should seriously· consider installation of battery 
po\'Jered standby power supplies. The prime locations are backbone trunk lines 
where one small po\ver failure can create one very big system outage. 

Preventative Maintenance schedules ·in underground constructed systems 
are similar to aerial only that it is good procedure .and not because there 
are more problems. 
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Pressuring backbone trunkline is one of our practices only because 
our trunk line is so long. We use air dielecttic cable and pressurizing 
is done with nttrogen gas. Our annual nitrogen expense is less than 
$100.00. Pressure gauges and sectioned areas of cable give us good control 
over this maintenance chore. 

A good selection of test equipment is as essential in underground 
as it is in aerial systems. A fault locator is like your right arm in 
locating cable for c~ntractors who plan on= ·digging near your cables. 

Other items of importance in the maintenance of underground is in 
keeping good up-to-date as built prints in case repairs are needed. Complete 
evaluation of service calls will assit in keeping the pulse of your system 
in safe zone. 

IN SUMMARY - our experiences with a total underground system has 
proved the reliability and maintenance are strictly in your hands . so 
use them carefully and your new or old underground· system will be a success. 


